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The attractive properties of carbon-based nanoparticles such as graphene and its derivatives or carbon

nanotubes lead to their use in many application fields, whether they are raw or functionalized, such as

oxidized. These particles may finally contaminate the aquatic compartment, which is a major receptacle

of pollutants. The study of their impact on aquatic organisms is thus essential. At the nano scale, recent

studies have highlighted that specific surface area should be used as the most relevant descriptor of

toxicity instead of the conventional mass concentration. By using a dose-response model, this work

compares the chronic toxicity observed on Xenopus laevis larvae after 12-day in vivo exposure to raw,

oxidized carbon allotropes, or in the presence of chemical dispersant. We show that chemical dispersion

does not influence the observed chronic toxicity, whether it is through surface chemistry (oxidation

state) or through the addition of a dispersant. The biological hypothesis leading to growth inhibition are

discussed. Finally, these results confirm that surface area is the more suited metric unit describing

growth inhibition.

1. Introduction

Carbon-based nanoparticles (CNPs) such as graphene related

materials (GRMs), carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and nanodiamonds

(NDs) have outstanding properties making them attractive in an

increasing number of applications [1e6]. Such properties are made

possible by the nanometric scale of CNPs which allows them to

behave differently from bulk materials of the same element. Each

CNP is defined by its own unique characteristics including espe-

cially its specific surface area (SSA). It is known that the ratio be-

tween the number of atoms at the surface and in the bulk increases

exponentially with decreasing particle size, making the surface

reactivity more and more important [7,8]. This supposes that for a

given mass, a CNP with a larger surface area should be more bio-

logically reactive than a CNP with a smaller one. As non-soluble

materials, the biological reactivity would be the interaction be-

tween the atoms located at the surface of the CNPs with the

biological target. Thus, toxicity studies [7,9,10] which generally deal

with aerial toxicity argue that the conventional expression of the

concentration in terms of mass should be discouraged to predict

the biological effects of CNPs in favor of surface area (in m2 L!1)

which would be a more relevant dose metric describing these ef-

fects whatever the structure of the CNPs.

Our recent ecotoxicological study in amphibians [11] leads to

the same conclusion: the effect of several allotropes of carbon on

Xenopus laevis growth rate was investigated and the results clearly

showed that surface area is the best descriptor of toxicity at high

doses. However, only raw nanoparticles were considered in this

previous work, whereas numerous commercial CNPs are most

often functionalized (either covalently by oxidation, or non-

covalently by addition of dispersants). Moreover, if they are

released into the environment, CNPs could interact with natural

organic matter and/or different chemical adsorbents, which can

affect their dispersion state [12]. Most of in vivo studies generally

report higher toxicity induced by such dispersed CNPs [13e17]. On

the contrary, depending on the tested organism, others report a

mitigate toxicity by testing such CNPs, like Li et al. [18] who suggest* Corresponding author.
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that organic matter coated on fullerene crystals could hinder their

direct contact with cells.

To our knowledge, this study is the first to investigate if CNPs

toxicity in water is defined by their surface chemistry (bare carbon

atoms, oxygen groups, or adsorbed organic compounds) or only by

their surface area itself. Modifying surface chemistry of CNPs is

likely to influence their state of dispersion in the aqueous medium.

The present work aims at investigating how different routes of

dispersion in water: covalent (grafting of oxygen-containing func-

tions) or non-covalent (adsorption of a chemical dispersant) may

impact the potential chronic toxicity in amphibians. As an exten-

sion of our first study on the subject [11], this work also focuses on

the same model organism, Xenopus laevis, as a well-known eco-

toxicological model, especially for the evaluation of the CNPs

toxicity [19,20]. Its physiology makes it particularly sensitive to the

presence of contaminants in water [21], so that it is more and more

used as monitoring system for water quality assessment [22].

Growth rate was investigated in larvae as a sensitive response that

expresses the global health status of the living organisms. To keep

continuity, the results concerning raw CNPs of our previous study

[11] (double and multi-walled CNTs: DWCNTs and MWCNTs; few

layer graphene: FLG; nanodiamonds: NDs) are reminded in this

paper in order to provide an easier comparison between raw and

dispersed counterparts. Covalent dispersion was investigated by

exposing Xenopus laevis larvae to oxidized CNPs, namely oxidized

DWCNTs (DW-ox) and graphene oxides (GO-A and GO-B), while in

order to tackle more environmentally realistic conditions, non-

covalent dispersion was tested via DWCNTs in the presence of

commercial Suwannee River natural organic matter (SRNOM), and

MWCNTs in the presence of carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC). This

work is focusing on stable and non-soluble carbon nanoparticles in

environmental conditions, thus excluding for example small-size

fullerenes which are molecules and spontaneously oxidize in wa-

ter to form soluble fullerol derivatives.

2. Experimental

2.1. Synthesis and characterization of the studied CNPs

DWCNTs were synthetized by catalytic chemical vapor deposi-

tion (CCVD) as already described by Flahaut et al. [23]. MWCNTs

(Graphistrength batch 09215) were provided by Arkema France and

described by Bourdiol et al. [24]. Oxidized DWCNTs (DW-ox) were

prepared by oxidation of the initial raw DWCNTs by a treatment

with 3 M HNO3 at 130 "C (24 h) in reflux conditions. DW-ox were

washed with deionized water by filtration on polypropylene

membrane (0.45 mm pore size). Finally, DW-ox were freeze dried.

GOs (batch A (xGO- 116) and B (nxGOH_37B), respectively GO-A

and GO-B) were provided by Antolin Group and prepared by

oxidation of GANF© (Grupo Antolin Carbon Nanofibers) using the

Hummer's method [25,26].

Physico-chemical characteristics of the tested CNPs are detailed

in Table 1. Elemental analysis was performed by CHNS organic

elementary analysis. Specific surface area was measured using the

Brunauer, Emett and Teller's method (BET) (N2 adsorption) on

powdered samples of CNPs.

Fig. 1 shows the difference of morphology between the tested

CNPs. Compared to their raw counterparts [19,24,29], particles

presented here appear less agglomerated and better dispersed.

2.2. Chemical dispersants

Commercial Suwannee River natural organic matter (SRNOM;

Cat no. 1R101N) was purchased from the International Humic

Substances Society (IHSS, St Paul, MN, USA) and was added to each

DWCNT suspension at a 1:1 ratio. This ratio was found sufficient to

stabilize the dispersion of each DWCNT concentration. SRNOM is a

natural mixture of humic substances, initially provided at 8.5% (w/

w) of humidity, with a high content in organic matter, and a low

amount of salts as described in Verneuil et al. [30,31]. Elemental

analysis gives a composition of 52.47% of carbon, 42.69% of oxygen,

4.19% of hydrogen, 1.1% of nitrogen, 0.65% of sulfur and 0.02% of

phosphorus (w/w).

Carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) (C28H30Na8O27, Fluka) is a

water-soluble, anionic polymer which is massively used in food

industry as additive (E466), and also in cosmetics and pharma-

ceuticals, as described in Bourdiol et al. [24]. Here, each suspension

of MWCNTs was prepared with addition of CMC at 50 mg.L!1,

because the effectiveness of dispersion by using CMC was found

optimal at this concentration [24].

Both SRNOM and CMC are found non-toxic towards Xenopus

larvae.

2.3. CNP physical dispersion and contamination of the exposure

media

The desired amount of CNP powder was first weighed and

dispersed in deionized water (together with a chemical dispersant

or not) to obtain a stock suspension. The latter was homogenized

(except for GOs which is already rather hydrophilic, and in order

not to decrease its size) by physical dispersion using appropriate

mechanical methods such as shear mixing with a homogenizer

(SILVERSON L5M) at 8000 rpm followed by a pulsed sonication of

30 min (Vibra-cell 75042 -500 W e 3s on/3s off) with a probe of

1 cm diameter at 30% amplitude.

Then, depending on the target concentration, required amounts

of this stock suspensionwere sampled under ultrasonic bath before

being introduced in individual glass test tubes and adjusted to

20 mL by addition of deionized water. For each concentration, 12

test tubes of 20 mL were thus prepared, corresponding to the

number of exposure days.

Afterwards, just prior to contamination of the water column, the

20 mL suspensions of CNPs were dispersed 2 min in an ultrasonic

bath (Bioblock 89863, typ 570 HF Freq 35 kHz). Finally, they were

poured in crystallizing dishes and the test tubes were rinsed twice

with reconstituted water (RW) to collect remaining CNPs on the

tubes walls. Crystallizing dishes were finally leveled to 2L with RW

before introducing the organisms.

2.4. Xenopus rearing and breeding

Spawning of Xenopus was induced by injection of 50 IU of

pregnant mare's serum gonadotropin (PMSG 500; Intervet, France,

[9002-70-4]) in males and of 750 IU of human chorionic gonado-

tropin (HCG; Organon, France, [9002-61-3]) in females. Viable eggs

were bred at 22 ± 2 "C in normal tap water filtered through active

charcoal. As soon they got self-feeder, larvae were fed with dehy-

drated aquarium fish food (Tetraphyll®). They could both feed

directly in the water column where they lived, as they are filter-

feeders, but they also mainly grazed settled food at the bottom of

the containers. Larvae were bred in this way until they reached an

adequate development stage for experimentations.

2.5. Exposure conditions

Xenopus larvae at stage 50 according to the development table of

Nieuwkoop & Faber [32] were exposed 12 days in semi-static

conditions based on the international standard 21427-1 [33]. The

animals were submitted to a natural light-dark cycle at 22 ± 0.5 "C

and fed every day with fish food TetraPhyll®. Water used for the



experiment was reconstituted from distilled water added with

nutritive salts: 294 mg L!1 CaCl2$2H2O; 123.25 mg L!1

MgSO4$7H2O; 64.75 mg L!1 NaHCO3; 5.75 mg L!1 KCl. A concen-

tration range from 0.05 to 50mg L!1 of oxidized CNPs and raw CNPs

in the presence of a dispersant was tested on Xenopus: DW-ox, GO-

A, GO-B, DWCNTs with the addition of SRNOM (DW-SRNOM) and

MWCNTs with the addition of CMC (MW-CMC). Larvae were

grouped in batches of 20 animals in crystallizing dishes and

exposed to CNPs in RW or in negative control (NC) media (RW

alone). Xenopuswere also exposed in RW to SRNOM and CMC alone

(without CNPs). Whatever the condition, pH of the media was

about 7 ± 1 in compliance with the international standard 21427-1

[33].

After 12 days of exposure, the size of larvae was measured.

Larvae were dissected under binocular and macro observations of

the intestines and the gills were performed.

2.6. Chronic toxicity and calculation models

The size of each larvae was measured at the beginning (d0) and

at the end (d12) of the exposure using the ImageJ 1.49 software. In

order to be compared, sizes were then normalized as described in

our previous study [11] according to the following formula:

Normalized size ð%Þ ¼

!

Ld12 ! MLd0
MLd0

& 100

"

&

!

100

MLCd12

"

Ld12 is the length of one individual larva at 12 days, MLd0 is the

mean length of the group of the exposed larvae at day 0, and

MLCd12 is the mean length of the NC group at day 12.

Then, in order to express normalized size as a function of mass

or surface concentration, the corresponding metrics for each dose

to which larvae were exposed (Table 2) were investigated. Surface

concentrations (m2 L!1) were calculated as follows:

Surface concentration ¼
SSA &M

1000

Where SSA is the specific surface area (m2. g!1) of a given CNP

(see Table 1 for SSA values) andM is the mass (mg) of CNP used per

liter of RW.

Thus, amphibian dose-response growth inhibition could be

modeled by predicting the normalized size using the following

two-parameter logistic equation as previously detailed [11]:

Table 1

Physico-chemical characteristics of the carbon-based nanoparticles. SWCNTs: single-walled CNTs; TWCNTs: triple-walled CNTs; wt.%: weight %; NA: not available.

DW-ox DW-SRNOM MW-CMC GO-A GO-B

Synthesis/production HNO3 3 M at 130 "C

during 24 h of raw DWCNTs

Catalytic chemical vapor deposition GANF© processed by Hummer's method

Catalyst in starting material Co/Mo-MgO Co/Mo-MgO Fe-Al2O3 Ni, Fe, Co

Carbon content 88.3 wt% 92.0 wt% ~92.0 wt% 45.2 wt% 48.0 wt%

Oxygen content 11.7 wt% 3.5 wt% ~1 wt% 51.3 wt% 48.2 wt%

Number of walls/layers (HRTEM) 80% DWCNTs, 15% SWCNTs,

5% TWCNTs

80% DWCNTs, 15% SWCNTs,

5% TWCNTs

5-15 (100% MWCNTs) 1-5 [27,28]

Size (TEM) 1 to 100 mm length, 1e3 nm ø 1 to 100 mm length, 1e3 nm ø 0.1e10 mm length,

10e15 nm ø

0.2e8 mm 0.2e8 mm

Specific surface area (BET) 300 m2 g!1 980 m2 g!1 235 m2 g!1 228 m2 g!1 206 m2 g!1

Fig. 1. Transmission electron microscopy micrographs of (A) DW-ox, (B) DW-SRNOM, (C) MW-CMC, (D) GO-A. GO-B is not shown here but is similar to GO-A.
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where xijk is the dose and i, j, and k are the indices over dose

metrics, CNPs, and concentrations, respectively. EC50,i is the value of

dosemetric i when the predicted size reaches 50%. At this point, the

slope is !25/EC50,iai.

Sizes were measured with errors of different magnitudes (het-

eroscedasticity). Consequently, the data had to be fitted using

nonlinear weighted least-squares regression. In order to find which

dose metric is the best descriptor of growth rate, two models were

compared, each using one of the dose metric as a predictor, and

their performances were evaluated via their R2 and Akaike infor-

mation criterion (AIC). R2 measures the proportion of the variance

of the response variable which is “explained” by the model (higher

R2 are deemed better). R2 values are easy to compute and are

comparable between models and between studies even by using

distinct datasets. R2 as such, however, does not take into consid-

eration heteroscedasticity, nor differences of model complexities,

and the level of significance of R2 differences is left to the user's

opinion, which use is consequently limited in model selection [34].

AIC, on the other hand, is a trade-off between goodness-of-fit and

complexity (lower AIC are deemed better) and fully takes into

consideration measurement errors. Only the difference between

two AIC values (AICA and AICB; AICA > AICB) which originates from

two models (models A and B) which simulate the same response

variable with the same data is relevant, and in that case the evi-

dence ratio exp (AICA-AICB/2) indicates how much more likely

model A is than model B [35]. Statistical computations were carried

out with R 3.1.3 [36].

Finally, statistical differences of normalized growth rate be-

tween X. laevis larvae exposed to each dose of CNPs (from A to F)

and the NC group were performed using Student's t-test. Normality

requirement and homoscedasticity were fulfilled according to

Shapiro-Wilk test and Fisher's test, respectively. Results are shown

in Table 3.

3. Results

3.1. Chronic toxicity

No significant growth inhibitionwas observed in larvae exposed

to CMC and SRNOM alone. Size of larvae exposed to CNPs decreased

with increasing concentrations. A significant growth inhibitionwas

observed in larvae exposed to GO-B, DW-SRNOM and MW-CMC

from concentration E, and exposed to GO-A and DW-ox at the

concentration F (Table 3).

Normalized size was plotted as a function of mass (Fig. 2 A) and

surface area of CNPs (Fig. 2 B). The model using surface area pre-

sents an AIC of 3031.3, against 3009 for the model involving mass

concentration, which corresponds to an important difference in

spite of the order of magnitude of the values [35]. This statistical

discard between these two AIC values represents the probability

that the mass model is 69564 less probable than the surface area

model. In the same way, goodness of fit was found better for the

model using surface area (R2 ¼ 0.87) than for the model using mass

concentration (R2 ¼ 0.73), indicating that surface area described

better larvae growth than mass.

3.2. Macro-observations of dissected larvae

As evidenced in earlier studies on raw CNPs [19,20,37], the

dissections revealed the presence of dark agglomerates in the

digestive tract and in gills of larvae exposed to each CNP compared

to the NC larvae (Fig. 3). These black masses correspond to CNP

agglomerates and were more and more visible in the gut as the

exposure concentration increased, whatever the tested nano-

particle. The same dose-dependent observations were made on the

gills of the exposed larvae.

4. Discussion

The aim of this study is to assess the influence of carbon-based

nanoparticles on growth inhibition of the model organism Xenopus

laevis, a filter-feeder amphibian larva, combined with an original

approach to determine the dose-response relation based on surface

area, as the most relevant descriptor [11]. In the present study, a

particular interest was assigned to analyze the effect of the

dispersion state of different CNPs on larvae growth, dispersed or

not by organic matter (non-covalent dispersion), or functionalized

by oxidation (covalent dispersion) in order to obtain a good

dispersion without any additive.

4.1. Metric doses

Data show that CNPs induce a dose-dependent growth inhibi-

tion after 12 days of exposure (Table 3). On the basis of the classical

Table 2

Corresponding metrics for each dose (A-F) of carbon-based nanoparticles (CNPs) to which X. laevis larvae were exposed. NT: no tested.

CNPs Mass concentration (mg.L!1) Surface concentration (m2.L!1)

A B C D E F A B C D E F

GO-A NT 0.10 NT 1 10 50 NT 0.02 NT 0.23 2.28 11.4

GO-B 0.05 0.10 0.15 1 10 NT 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.21 2.06 NT

DW-ox NT 0.10 NT 1 10 50 NT 0.03 NT 0.3 3 15

DW-SRNOM NT 0.10 NT 1 10 NT NT 0.10 NT 0.98 9.8 NT

MW-CMC NT 0.10 NT 1 10 50 NT 0.02 NT 0.24 2.35 11.75

Table 3

Growth in X. laevis larvae exposed to each dose (A-F) of carbon-based nanoparticles. Results are given as the normalized mean (%) ± Standard Error of the Mean (SEM). “*”

significantly different size of larvae compared to the NC group for p ( 0.05; “**” significantly different size of larvae compared to the NC group for p ( 0.01; “***” significantly

different size of larvae compared to the NC group for p ( 0.001; NC: negative control; NT: no tested.

NC A B C D E F

GO-A 100.00 ± 3.23 NT 100.20 ± 2.98 NT 100.29 ± 2.58 90.71 ± 2.6* 50.36 ± 3.16***

GO-B 100.00 ± 3.59 99.82 ± 5.37 97.52 ± 4.77 101.23 ± 3.87 97.46 ± 2.69 72.49 ± 4.48*** NT

DW-ox 100.00 ± 4.48 NT 106.27 ± 2.69 NT 95.67 ± 2.78 91.12 ± 2.62 49.08 ± 2.61***

DW-SRNOM 100.00 ± 3.62 NT 108.80 ± 3.88 NT 96.51 ± 2.45 61.35 ± 2.97*** NT

MW-CMC 100.00 ± 1.26 NT 94.24 ± 1.26** NT 96.97 ± 1.63 86.12 ± 2.43*** 31.66 ± 2.96***



mass concentration unit, GO-A could be considered as the least

toxic CNP since it induces the lowest growth inhibition. Thus, the

ascendant toxicity level of CNPs (including raw CNPs described by

Mottier et al. [11]) could be ordered as follows: FLG (few layer

graphene) > GO-A > DW-ox > NDs (nanodiamonds) > MW-

CMC > GO-B > MWCNTs > DW-SRNOM > DWCNTs.

However, as CNPs behave differently from classical chemicals

because of their physico-chemical characteristics, the classical

approach based on mass concentration could lead to mis-

interpretations. Thus, some authors proposed to use the surface

area unit as a better descriptor of the CNP biological effects [7,9e11]

than mass concentration. In order to determine if this new

approach was relevant to describe the growth inhibition induced

by the tested CNPs, in our experimental conditions, normalized

sizes of larvae were plotted as a function of the two units. Fig. 2

shows a comparison between growth inhibition of Xenopus laevis

larvae expressed vs mass concentration (Fig. 2 A) or surface area

concentration (Fig. 2 B).

The quality of models involving the two dose metrics was

compared using the AIC values (Fig. 2). This statistical discard be-

tween these two AIC values represents the probability that the

mass model is 69564 less probable than the surface area model.

This statistical approach demonstrates that growth inhibition

mechanisms were most dependent on the surface area of the CNPs

than on their mass.

In the same way, goodness of fit was found better for the model

using surface area than for the model using mass concentration

(Fig. 2). In compliance with the corresponding coefficient of

determination of our previous work (R2 ¼ 0.88 for the surface

model) [11], our value (R2 ¼ 0.87) demonstrates the good ability of

the logistic equation to describe the process generating the data.

The similarity between the R2 values related to surface model from

our first study based on raw CNPs only [11] and our present results

relative to dispersed CNPs suggests that CNP surface area is

adequate to predict Xenopus growth rate in both cases, irre-

spectively of CNP allotropic form (1D for nanotubes and 2D for

graphenes) or their state of dispersion and oxidation level. More-

over, the global surface concentration for which 50% of growth

inhibition was observed (EC50) was estimated to be 9.85 m2. L!1.

This value is in agreement with our previous work where EC50 was

found just slightly lower (7.47 m2. L!1) [11]. These results confirm

that CNPs are responsible for growth inhibition mechanisms

related to their surface area, regardless of their other physico-

chemical properties. To give a correspondence with an EC50 based

on mass concentration, this would correspond to values from

10 mg L!1 for DWCNTs/DW-SRNOM (which have a high SSA) to

985 mg L!1 for the raw FLG described previously [11] (which has a

low SSA).

4.2. State of dispersion

In the present study, the results of the model demonstrate that

larvae growth appeared to be ruled by CNP surface area, as if their

state of dispersion could be neglected. This conclusion contrasts

with the literature which generally reports, on the basis of mass

concentration and depending on organisms and exposure circum-

stances, higher [16,17,38] or lower [18] toxic effects for dispersed

CNPs compared to their raw counterparts.

In this work, two allotropic forms of carbon and two modes of

dispersion are used: non-covalent dispersion with natural organic

matter or carboxymethyl cellulose, and covalent dispersion by

functionalization (oxidation). Note that other parameters that

could influence the stability of CNP dispersions (pH and salt con-

centration of the medium [39]) were constant. Whatever the mode

of dispersion used, functionalized (covalently or not) CNPs are

better dispersed in water than raw CNPs [40,41]. Indeed, carbon

surfaces tend to be attracted by each other because of van der

Waal's forces [42]. In absence of organic matter, raw CNPs tends to

rapidly agglomerate and settle down. The example of raw MWCNT

dispersion observed in Fig. 4 A highlights this heterogeneous aspect

of the dispersion at the beginning of each medium renewal (every

24 h).

In the presence of organic matter (SRNOM or CMC), CNPs form

non-covalent bonds with the dispersant which allow to maintain

their individual dispersion in the water column [43]. The fulvic and

humic acids of the natural organic matter could thus be adsorbed

Fig. 2. Growth inhibition in X. laevis larvae after 12 days of exposure to DW-ox, GO-A, GO-B, DW-SRNOM and MW-CMC. Raw CNPs (few layer graphene, FLG; nanodiamonds, NDs;

DWCNTs; MWCNTs) from previous study [11] are reminded in grey. Normalized size (%) is plotted vs the base-10 logarithms of two different metrics: mass concentration (mg.L!1)

(2.A) and surface area concentration (m2 L!1) (2.B). Black dashed lines represent nonlinear regression model predictions, and shaded areas are 95% confidence intervals (CIs) on

these. The 95% CIs on the mean sizes, which were computed from the experimental assays, are represented as vertical error bars. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed

online.)



on the surface of the CNPs by complex interaction mechanisms,

including electrostatic, hydrophobic, p-p and hydrogen-bond in-

teractions [44]. SRNOM and CMC could so coat the surface of CNPs

and act as surfactants to counterbalance van der Waals attractions

by inducing electrostatic or steric repulsions: this balance of

repulsive and attractive forces leads to a thermodynamically stable

dispersion [42]. More generally, the presence of bio-

macromolecules adsorbed on CNTs was demonstrated to signifi-

cantly delay their agglomeration rate, which can be attributed to

steric repulsion [12]. For example, macro-observations of exposure

media show that dispersion of DWCNTs in presence of SRNOM

(DW-SRNOM) was more stable in the water column than raw CNTs

(Fig. 4 A, B). The same results were observed when MWCNTs were

dispersed in the presence of CMC [24]. Despite CNP surface is

supposed to be covered by organic compounds in the exposure

media [40], the dispersed CNPs still fit with themodel using surface

area, which shows that the presence of organic matter does not

influence larvae growth inhibition (also evidenced with the cor-

responding control experiments).

Another type of chemical dispersion is finally obtained by

functionalizing CNPs, leading to the change of their surface

chemistry. Thus, hydrophobic raw CNPs could be transformed by

various chemical processes in order to form more hydrophilic

functions linked by covalent bonds to the surface of the CNPs. In the

case of DW-ox [45], GO-A and GO-B (unpublished data), these

functional groups are oxygen-based (epoxide, hydroxyl, carboxyl).

Hydrophilization of CNTs through oxidation was proved both to

prevent them from agglomeration and to enhance their dispersion

stability in aqueous media [15]. Similarly, colloidal stability pro-

vided by carboxyl groups on the periphery of graphene oxide was

reported by Park et al. [46], while basal surfaces of GO include both

polar hydroxyl, epoxide groups, and unmodified hydrophobic gra-

phenic domains which can make it acting like a surfactant [47].

According to visual observations, suspensions of oxidized CNPs

such as GO-B (Fig. 4 C), GO-A and DW-ox (data not shown) clearly

appears more homogeneous in water compared to raw ones. This

increased stability could also be explained by a stronger interaction

with different components of the media originating from RW

(nutrient salts) or food (trace elements, hydrophilic vitamins and

other organic compounds). For example, raw CNTs with very few

oxygen-containing functional groups were demonstrated to have

relatively low sorption capabilities for metal ions [48], whereas

their oxidized counterparts exhibit generally higher ones because

of their negative charges on which cations can complex with

[15,49].

Surfaces coated with organic matter or oxidized surfaces

significantly modify physical adsorption and catalytic capabilities

of nanomaterials. This is particularly important in regard to

Fig. 3. Macro-observations under binocular of X. laevis larvae exposed during 12 days to 10 mg L!1 of (C, I) DW-SRNOM and (F, L) GO-B, and 50 mg L!1 of (B, H) MW-CMC, (D, J) DW-

ox, (E, K) GO-A compared to (A, G) the NC group. CNP agglomerates (indicated by white arrows) were strongly evidenced in the gills (B, C, D, E and F) and in the intestines (H, I, J, K

and L) of larvae exposed to each CNP in contrast to the NC group (A, G). (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)



biological response [14]. Moreover, depending on the state of

dispersion of each CNP (Fig. 4 A, B, and C), their bioavailability for

Xenopus laevis is modified. As they are pelagic, larvae were more

exposed to dispersed CNPs in the water column than raw CNPs.

Nevertheless, expressed as a function of CNP surface area, the

measured growth endpoint shows no difference between larvae

exposed to dispersed and undispersed CNPs. Only CNP surface area

appears to describe the observed effects (Fig. 2).

X. laevis larvae are able to feed by both filtration and grazing [50].

This particularity makes it indifferent to the dispersion state of CNPs

since it will be exposed by both ways. So, whatever the kind of CNPs

and their state of dispersion, they are transferred via the general

cavity to basket gills and the digestive tract of larvae (Fig. 3) and

finally excreted (Fig. 5. B) [37]. In our exposure conditions, Xenopus

larvae ingest their feces and suspended matter continuously over

the 24 h of the medium renewal, leading to a kind of sediment

composed of a mixture of agglomerated CNPs and organic matter in

the crystallizing dishes. Consequently, whatever the initial state of

dispersion and the type of CNPs, the observations of the exposure

media after 24 h are rather similar (Fig. 4 D, E, F, and G).

4.3. Biological hypothesis

As filter-feeder organisms, Xenopus larvae actively filter the

water column containing particles in suspension and ions from RW

and food which will be found in basket gills, oral, pharyngeal cavity

and intestinal tract. Thus, it appears that regardless of their

oxidation state or their load of organic matter, but depending on

their surface area, CNPs could lead to larvae growth inhibition.

Growth inhibition (Table 3; Fig. 2) could be explained by several

non-exclusive hypotheses. Firstly, as shown in Fig. 3, CNP agglom-

erates were largely observed in the intestinal tract, with no sig-

nificant difference whatever the CNPs and the mode of dispersion

used. An interaction between nutrients and CNPs could be

responsible for a decrease in nutrients absorption all along the

digestive tract. Indeed, it has been demonstrated that the hydro-

phobic surfaces of CNPs could adsorb solutes with a molecular

structure presenting hydrophobicity, planarity/sp2 hybridization

for p-p interactions, and positive charge (which is opposite to that

of most of carbon surfaces) [51]. CNP adsorption capacity was

exhibited to increase with a larger surface area [15]. In addition,

CNPs shown no significant change in their physico-chemical

properties towards physiological acidic conditions as described

for the human digestive tract [52], whom gastric fluid is more acid

(pH ¼ 2.9) [53] than Xenopus tadpole one (pH ¼ 7.8) [54]. The

presence of CNPs in the digestive tract could thus lead to a

sequestration of essential micronutrients such as amino-acids, vi-

tamins [51], but also nucleic acids and other hydrophobic macro-

molecules [14]. These associations may reduce the nutrient intake

and their bioavailability in the larvae. In addition, it should be

noticed that CNPs are assumed not to pass through the intestinal

barrier, as previously assessed for CNTs in Xenopus [19] and simi-

larly shown for MWCNTs in Daphnia [17], GO derivatives in the

mouse [55] and bare fluorescent NDs in worms [56]. This could be

explained because CNPs form aggregates inside the intestinal

lumen (Fig. 3 H-L) that are too large to enter the cells. In addition,

CNPs may not be recognized and taken up by the active transport

system of the intestinal cells. However, although experimental data

is missing, the molecular dynamics simulations proposed by Titov

et al. [57] suggest that GRMs could form stable hybrids with bio-

logical lipid bilayers (where they would be passively localized in

the hydrophobic core). It could be hypothesized that such a

configurationwith the intestinal cell could form a potential, partial,

physical barrier limiting nutrients intake of the larvae. Finally, the

presence of CNPs in the digestive tract could lead to a partial

starvation in Xenopus, increasing with their surface area. Starvation

is the main reason that could explain the observed growth inhibi-

tion in Xenopus laevis [58], and such an effect could be a conse-

quence of metabolic priorities as suggested by Sumpter et al. [59]

and Guderley et al. [60] in the fish.

Secondly, Fig. 3 reveals the macro-presence of CNP agglomer-

ates inside the gills. Like intestine, gills represent a large surface of

exchange, so it also appears more logical to consider the surface of

CNPs rather than their mass concerning their interaction with gills.

In Xenopus laevis larvae, gills are well vascularized for gas exchange

but they also have a function of food entrapment [61]. Our

Fig. 4. Visual aspect of the medium of exposure of X. laevis larvae exposed to 10 mg L!1 of raw MWCNTs (A, D), DW-SRNOM (B, E), and GO-B (C, F). Each CNP exhibits a different

state of dispersion more or less homogeneous immediately after renewal (A, B, C) depending on the addition of a chemical dispersant or its oxidation state. Raw MWCNTs appear to

be the most heterogeneous as highlighted by the presence of agglomerates (A). For each CNP, the state of dispersion is different between T0h (just after contamination; A, B, C) and

T24h (24 h after contamination; D, E, F). In spite of different initial states of dispersion depending on the type of CNPs, the final aspect is rather similar after sedimentation, where a

mixture of feces, CNPs (white arrows) and food (red arrows) can be observed (G). (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)



observations suggest a gill injury which could be at the origin of

both decreased efficiency of food intake and a respiratory distur-

bance. In presence of MWCNTs, modifications in gaseous exchanges

were evidenced [62]. Smith et al. [63] reported similar results in

rainbow trout exposed to single-walled CNTs with a dose-

dependent increase in ventilation rate. Eventual gill clogging may

also force Xenopus larvae to move to the surface to breath thanks to

their lungs [61]. This aerial breathing represents an energetic cost

which could finally affect the larval growth. A possible disruption of

cutaneous respiration by CNPs coating the skin could be possible

and should not be underestimated since skin accounts for the

predominant route of O2 uptake in air-breathing tadpoles [64].

Finally, an important mechanism underlying CNP toxicity is the

induction of oxidative stress because of direct or indirect genera-

tion of reactive oxygen species (ROS) [14]. Oxidative stress could be

the results of many processes including starvation [65] and gills

clogging at the origin of themodification of the red-ox status of gills

cells [66]. Among critical determinants that can affect ROS gener-

ation, Fu et al. [13] identified that nanoparticles with higher specific

surface areas could lead to an increased production of ROS

compared to their bulk-size counterparts. This induction of ROS has

been observed in many organisms and tissues exposed to different

allotropic forms of carbon [66e68]. In living organisms, cellular

homeostasis involves a balance between ROS generation and ROS

elimination by antioxidant enzymes such as catalase, superoxide

dismutase, or glutathione peroxidase. Induction of defense systems

against oxidative stress could represent an energetic cost leading to

a lower amount of energy available for Xenopus larvae growth.

5. Conclusion

The toxicity of different types of CNPs on Xenopus laevis larvae

growth rate was expressed as a function of two dose metrics: mass

or surface concentration. The statistical comparison between the

twomodels clearly shows that CNP surface area is themost relevant

metric that could describe the effect of CNPs on larvae growth.

Growth appears similarly impacted whatever the allotropic form of

CNPs or their dispersion state, including covalent (oxidized CNPs)

and non-covalent dispersions (raw CNPs added with a chemical

dispersant). This suggests that growth inhibition mechanisms are

mostly dependent on the specific surface area of each CNP. Such

growth inhibition could be explained by the trophic behavior of

larvae, which are both filter-feeder and grazer: they could entrap

CNPs both in water column when there are dispersed, or at the

bottom if they have settled down. Once ingested, CNPs are assumed

to adsorb nutrients (proportionally to their surface area) and not to

pass through the intestinal barrier, leading to a decrease in nutri-

ents absorption required for growth. A minor point is that CNPs

could be responsible for respiratory disturbance by clogging the

gills, forcing larvae to compensate by aerial breathing which rep-

resents an energetic cost.

In agreement with our previous work [11] related to raw CNPs

only, this conclusion could so extend to a larger range of CNPs,

including more environmentally realistic conditions of dispersion.

Thus, specific surface area of most of the carbon-based nano-

particles likely to be found in the environment such as carbon

nanotubes, few layer graphene, graphene oxide and nanodiamonds

could thus be used for risk assessment by predicting their potential

effect on the environment. More work is currently in progress with

other nanocarbon species, such as for example reduced graphene

oxide, aiming at extending this conclusion to “nanocarbons” in

general.

Although literature generally reports higher toxicity for the

dispersed CNPs, this is not the case in our study. However, only

chronic toxicity dealing with growth inhibition was investigated in

this work. No mortality was observed either, but other endpoints

like genotoxicity would deserve further attention. In addition, our

conclusion requires to be emphasized by new similar studies before

being generalized to all CNPs. The same applies for other engi-

neered nanoparticles (like metals and oxides) which would benefit

fromdeeper analysis to know if they follow the same pattern or not.

Furthermore, our model organism X. laevis is representative of

anuran amphibian species at larval stage, whereas organisms with

other feeding behavior would probably not have suffered from the

Fig. 5. Theoretical representation of growth inhibition mechanisms of X. laevis larvae by ingestion of carbon based nanoparticles (CNPs). 5.A: different modes of exposure of X. laevis

larvae to a given dose of CNPs compared to the negative control (NC) group; b: bottom of the container. 5.B: photography of a Xenopus larva in the water column exposed to CNPs.

Whatever the state of dispersion and the type of CNPs, these latest are excreted as represented by the white arrow. 5.C: theoretical representation of the decrease of absorption of

nutrients in the intestine (as shown by the thickness of the orange arrows). In spite of different states of dispersion depending on the CNP type, ingested CNPs limit the absorption of

nutrients in the same way, depending on their surface area (5.C). (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)



same growth inhibition. Other organisms should thereby be tested

to know if this conclusion is proper to grazer, filter-feeders or can

be generalized to a larger extent.
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